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This project born from the student’s huge uneasiness to learn
new things and improve day by day in a profession
so large, like each one want imagine.
The script try to apply in a practice way the knowledge
got during the realization of the evaluation and also
gotten it along the professional life.
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RESUME
The current final Project of degree is the energetic evaluation of the geriatric center “RESIDENCIA
SANT MIQUEL” in Viladecavalls and propose a list of actuations to improve the energetic efficiency of
the building.
The aim of the document is get across, to the managers of the center, on the clear way and with
technical strictness, the lacks of the building, its installations and its management, also the energetic
lost which is squandering. And at the same time show the large possibilities of improvement that can be
applied and justify that the investment will be important profit for them, although the building isn’t own.
The methodology chosen to achieve the energetic auditory has been developed by teachers Rodríguez
Cantalapiedra and Bosch González and UPC, after analyze a large quantity of buildings during 10
years.
After more than one year of following at the center and as in the progress of the developments, we are
finding the weak points of the building and the large range of measures options to get it. With the
diagnosis and the actuation lines are analyzed in general terms with economical and environmental
criterion. And we get the definition that a set of actions made in a rational way, in a relatively short
period of time, the investment done can be recover it with the reduction of the consumption of energetic
resources (gas and electricity) and water, reducing at the same time the emissions and doing from this
moment that the center can get another kind of business.
Stand out some actuations of simple technique and economical, and with a important saving blow, and
also in others as the training and the information to the managers, vitally to achieve the aims, and step
by step it will get awareness of necessity and viability of the actuations and the results.
The documents that are part of this PFG are structured in these parts:

DOCUMENT 1 – ENERGETIC EVALUATION

DOCUMENT 2 – GRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION

DOCUMENT 3 – ANNEX

DOCUMENT 4 – TRANSLATED DOCUMENTS
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The geriatrics are a set of buildings with a special conditioning which makes suitable to get energetic
improvements.
As we analyze residences from 70’s or 80`s, we realize that most of them haven’t been design to have
the current use. Most of the buildings have become from apartments, schools, etc to residences, with a
minimal adaptation to the new activity, without have in mind others elements which it influencing in a
direct way to the energetic cost.
The Sant Miquel Residence isn’t an exception. This building from year 1979 has became from an
aparthotel, a set of rental apartments, a restaurant, a nightclub and at the present, a geriatric. With each
of these modalities, some modifications have been made in the exterior façade, installations, etc but
with criterion little studied.
For its old, for its different changes of uses and for the modifications on the exterior façade and in its
installations, have done that this center is suitable to improve energetic efficiency and can be an
example for center with similar characteristics.
The first step is take profit about the internal necessity to improve on environmental material the
buildings, specially related to its conditions of energetic efficiency.
The aims which follows the audit are:
• Understand how the energy is used, how to use on rational way,
• Understand the factors which affect to the consumption and how control the costs,
• Know which areas have underselling and others which can be introduced improvements,
• Take the best part of each installation and systems, and also promote the change to high
efficiency technology and renewable energy,
• Evaluate and order the different saving options, prioritize the users comfort and also important,
the managers’ aims,
• Active participation of the managers about the economical and environmental profits.
This current study and analysis have detected and characterized the lacks and also the possibilities of
improvements that the center offer, to think on the best measures to guarantee the comfort to the users,
without forget the environmental comfort and try that these actuations aren’t an increase of the
resources consumption.
Based on this study can be established a work plan and a proposals of improvements to give support to
the manager of the centre, helping to decide the policies and agree the actuation lines to improve the
use’s quality, saving and efficiency in the consumption of energetic resources, and water in the Sant
Miquel Residence.
Following the experience of EPSEB and UPC, the basic scheme of energetic evaluation has been
organized in four different main phases, plus the preview Phase 0 of Pre-Diagnostic which is useful to
define the initial scene of the works.
•
•
•
•
•

Phase 0:
Phase 1:
Phase 2:
Phase 3:
Phase 4:

Pre-diagnostic
Data recompilation
Evaluation
Diagnosis and actuation lines
Intervention proposals
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DIAGNOSI AND ACTUATION LINES.

4.1 Diagnosi
Diagnosis is the final stage of the energetic evaluation and try to synthesize in just a document, the
work made along the evaluation process.
Must to do a systematic valuation of different sides which characterize the efficiency in the consumption
of building resources to identify the improvement options.
This valuation is doing by these actuations areas:
• Diagnostic of building exterior
• Diagnostic on the systems
• Diagnostic on the management of energetic resources
• Diagnostic on the resources consumption
• Diagnostic on the comfort’s condition
Diagnostic of building exterior
As the report of LIDER computer program show us, in the paragraph 2 Accordance with the regulations,
the most of exteriors’ revetment don’t achieve the minim required by CTE. The values which must to
have each of the exterior revetment can be found in the paragraph 4.2.2 Static Data of construction.
It would be difficult get that our building have 100% of requirements of technical code because it would
force to do a total rebuilt. For this reason, we center that the building can get the inferior or the same
values of energetic demand than referenced.
Our building has a demand of heating respect to the referenced building of 129,8% and about cooling of
77,9%. To get these acceptable values, below or equal to the referenced building must to act on exterior
revetment.

Figure 4.1.1. Results of LIDER program with the change on the solid areas of exterior revetment

In the second simulation the simple glasses of 6 mm were changed for the same camera glasses which
have the aluminum windows, a 4/10/4. The basis of this second simulation has been the new revetment
type SATE.
As we can check, our building has 10,4% less of heating demand than referenced building but it still
don’t get the requirements of CTE, about the windows’ tightness, pavement surroundings and some
facades. It must be remembered than our building is from year 1979 and the rules related with the
isolation were very different.

Analyzing the exterior revetment, the building allows act on easy way, on the facades, specially on the
solid areas and on the wood windows.
It have been done different simulations to analyze the results. On the first simulation have been
improved the wall revetment 1 and 2 and “sandwich”, placing on the exterior face the SATE (Thermal
Isolation System for exterior) system with an polyester isolation expanded of 8 cm of ʎ= 0,037 W/(m2ºK)
riveted on exterior with mortar.
As we can check on the LIDER results, the new revetment in the solid areas of facade improve a 26,7%
the percentage of demand respect to the referenced building but it still don’t get the pavement
surroundings, the wood windows and some facades.

Figure 4.1.1. Results of LIDER program with the change on the solid areas of exterior revetment
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For further information about:
-Report of LIDER program see the DOCUMENT 3. Annex 8
-Report of CALENDER program see the DOCUMENT 3. Annex 9.

Diagnostic on the systems
Climate
The gas boiler and the radiators have the capacity to give a good heating service to the building. The
problem is on the elements, systems and controls which connect the two extremities. It has been found
some deficiencies which make the whole installation guarantees the needs to the building but with a
high consumption.

Lights
The deficiencies in the lights system are finding in the lack of light level and in the renovation and
maintenance of the equipments. With the renovation of the equipments and a good maintenance, we
will get the improvements related to the light level and visual comfort and also for the production and
equipment consumption.
One of the weak side of the installation is the wide number of incandescent lights, more than 45%.
Moreover don’t guarantee an adequate light level, the consumption is also higher than other alternatives
we can find.
The maintenance is one of the other sides to improve, we must to get more awareness of the lights’
cleaning and also the changes of the lights with lower production.

The first deficiency we find in the water distribution system, with number of circuits inadequate and with
a design don’t appropriate for the real necessities of the building. The circuit of ground floor hasn’t been
created to arrive to the dining room or physiotherapy room where the users are on punctual moments,
or areas heated on natural way by the solar radiations like the halls on south façade. On the second
floor ignores it two timetables, it force to use an alternative air conditioning system by air, consuming
electricity, for don’t heat the apartments which during the day are inhabited. And any of the three circuits
have thought about the orientation of the wings’ building, etc

On the ground floor the light level can be right just with a good chosen of the lights because the most of
the lamps are really new.

Another problem of de water distribution system is the lack of isolation on the pipes. The water
distribution network by energy on the regular way.

In the entrance halls to the apartments must to place double number of lights and change the current
lights because are in bad state. The photosensitive cells in these areas would be combined with
presence detectors.

The actuation that gets the larger scope is at the apartments where are incandescent lamps of 40W and
where the levels of lights are lower. In the apartments have to make a detailed study. Before to change
the lights it’s better to make tests in the same place, changing the current lamps of low consumption
and fast switching-on.

The second lack, is the regulation and control system. The installation hasn’t been thought in the
climate of the rooms, the exterior climate, the time of use of the different areas, etc. and this lack of
control produces energy lost.

The same than in last part, the mangers’ training and also maintenance staff training are really
important.

The heating equipment by air were installed in the subareas of the places of hall 1 on ground floor, it’s
not being used. Moreover, the most of these heating equipment don’t’ work rightly and it hasn’t any
maintenance.

The lack of control on the lights of some rooms like the dining room or physiotherapy room, which
causes the lights have been switched on all of them when it really is necessary, just the most far away
from the windows.

The cooling equipment which are in the building are old and don’t dimensioned around the areas where
it are placed. Two of four equipment which are using are recover from other buildings and the other two
don’t give a good service because they are not in a good place.

We are offering some maintenance measures:
• Create a regularly clean program of lights and lamps to keep the level of lights of the area.
• Create a revision program of lamps (interval based on the manufacturer indications) without wait
the dysfunction of the devices, to keep a high level of security in each moment. Just change the
lamp for another one of same characteristics because the installation of one lamp with superior
power can provoke the overheat of lights.

It’s necessary to make a renovation of the equipments, taking off if it isn’t useful and place new ones
where is really necessary. By the areas without radiators must to modify the installation to heat with this
system.
There are a lack of knowledge by the center’s manager and maybe the collaborator companies which
are in charge of the compulsory inspections are not giving the right instructions and advices.
The lack of initial investment in the distribution and control system do this installation is losing energy,
euro and issuing more CO2 than the necessary, from its realization on year 2002.
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Diagnostic on the management of energetic resources
The management is one of the pendent subject of the center, specially for the maintenance and for the
control systems.
It’s necessary that an specialized technician makes a maintenance plan which include entire building. In
this plan will be necessary involve all the managers and also the maintenance staff.
For the resources’ management is very important the training of the agents who are involved. For this
reason is advisable the training for them and in this way they can value how the improvements or
applied techniques make a best comfort for the users or also they can check how the invoices are lower
which finally is the interesting part.
The building hasn’t control system of installations, heating’s management, lights, etc are doing by
manual way. In the case of lights can be allowable cause to the staff number and the level of
awareness. But in the case of heating is unallowable because it just can be controlled by a clock and by
the climate of boiler, and it doesn’t have in mind other factors as the room temperature, exterior
temperature, the use, etc
In this last factor, the center has important lost, punctually in the comfort but in general way in the gas
consumption.
Act in the occupation and in the use of the areas are complicated. The operation of the center
concerning to these two sides is considered optimal.
Diagnostic on the resources consumption
The building consumes in general terms a 30% more of energy than usual for its characteristics.
This consumptions has a special importance in the gas, but also we must to take carefully the
consumption of electricity and water.
Reduce the consumption of the gas is the main challenge which the building has, influencing in the
heating.
In the electricity’s paragraph, the building should have a uniform consumption except by some months
as summer because the cooling equipments are being used.
Concerning to the water, the consumption made is really rational thanks to the centre’s workers, but we
must to influence in the water lost due to leaks along the irrigation network. In this paragraph the
consumption can be reduce placing in the sinks’ griffins, showers and kitchen, an aerator, o placing
volumetric reducer on the WC tanks, actuations that can give a reduction of 30% in the consumption.
Diagnostic on the comfort’s condition
In our case, the comfort’s conditions are difficult to value. The users of the building have a different
feeling to value the comfort conditions.
Acting on the lights systems and heating we will get a best change as for the comfort conditions for
users as workers of center.
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LA 1.1. Exterior cladding with SATE system.

4.2 Lines of action
From the diagnosis and once identifies the deficiencies and the options of improve of the building, we
can start to plan the specifies action to reduce the energetic demand.
The proposals are grouped in this actuation areas:
• LA 1. Actuations related with the surroundings, with the aim of the influencing on the
thermal demand to reduced. It acts on the architectural and construction of the building to
improve the quality of its skin.
• LA 2. Actuations related with the systems and installations, with the aim of improve the
global efficiency of the installation acting on the devices of low efficiency, on the transmitter, etc
and also on the control systems of the comfort parameters and the conditions of building’s
performance.
• LA 3. Actuations on the management of the resources, acting on better building
management profile to adjust the demand identified, in the control of comfort parameters and
the conditions of building’s performance. Also acting at the same time on the preventive and
corrective maintenance of building and its facilities.
Both we study the different economical proposals, value the possibility that some of them, partial or total
way, can be done by maintenance staff of the building. In any of these proposals have been studied
without the option of potential subsidy, local, autonomic o national type.

Through the External Thermal Insulation System (SATE), with an increase of 9 cm of thick (8 cm of
insulation) of the facades and without lose surface interior useful of the building, we can significantly
reduce the thermal transmittance of the façade’s wall, from U value = 1,32 W/m2 ºK to U = 0,34 W/m2 ºK
by the wall 1, from U = 2,55 W/m2 ºK to U = 0,39 W/m2 ºK by the wall 2 and from U = 1,03 W/m2 ºK to U
= 0,32 W/m2 ºK to finish with sandwich.
This actuation system by exterior, allows building continue with its usual activity. On the outside can be
installed fortified or elevators machines. It’s suitable work during the winter because is when less activity
there are around the building.
At the same time, we are improving the building insulation, also improve the current revetment finished,
which in some parts are in bad state. This new revetment will apply to the solid areas and the fix parts
done with sandwich panel of aluminum closures of north facades.
The solid areas have a total of 781,08 m2, distributed in 259,48 m2 on South-West facade, 222,95 on
South-East facade, 90,87 m2 in North-West façade and 207,78 m2 in Norht-East facade. And the areas
with sandwich veneer have a total of 112,94 m2, distributed in 61,66 m2 in the North-East façade and
58,28 m2 in the North-West facade.
In total we have a surface of actuation of 894,02 m2 with a repercussion of 61,32 €/m2.

In any of these proposals have not been thought the possible subsidy that can get, local type,
autonomic or national.
These proposals have been valued from the same point, with the current building state, on the way we
apply, the actuation cost, energy and cost saving or the return of the investment, it will change.

LA 1. Actuations related with the surroundings
In our building, the actuations on exterior walls can be made by surface, on the first place because it
isn’t a catalogued building and there is any urban impediment and on the second place because on this
way are decrease the inconveniences to the workers and occupants.
The solution on exterior walls usually are expensive than other solutions, specially for the extension and
also for the auxiliary measures. Clearly, the results are very positive, because increase the saving
capacity.
Keep in mind that when is working on exterior walls, must act, to the extent possible, on all closures that
don’t meet the required degree of isolation. It’s useless improve mass closure of the façade if don’t act
on the practicable closures.
For further information about:
-Report of LIDER and CALENER programs see the DOCUMENT 3. Annex 8

LA 1.2. Substitution of camera like climalit glass instead of simples and improve the wood windows.
With the substitution of simple glass of 6mm to one camera 4/10/4, we can become from one
transmittance value= 5,7 W/(m2 ºK) to U = 3 W/(m2 ºK).
Moreover of the glass substitution, it will be put tightness assemblies on the window to reduce the hot
air-condition filtrations through the windows because of lack of windows’ tightness.
Into the building the wood windows are on the facades 1 and 2, orientated to the south, in two types. On
the ground floor, fixed windows and first and second floor movable windows and balconies.
On the ground floor there are a total of 17 fixed windows with a total area of 102 m2 and on the first and
second floor there are a total of 42 moveable windows with a total area of 123,50 m2.
In the case of fixed windows of ground floor, the repercussion for the substitution of glasses and
brushwork of it, is 34,42 €/m2 and of 59,42 €/m for the moveable windows on first and second floor for
the substitution of glasses, put the tightness assemblies and brushwork.
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In this actuation the energy savings is given by the glass substitution and for the improve on the
windows’ tightness.
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LA 2.1. Modification of the heating circuit on the first floor
Once studied the distribution’s net of water of the heating, become on difficult, expensive and upset its
adaption and for this reason it will just changed the ring of first floor in an independent circuit for the
living room.
This watertight is on the boiler room and is relatively easy to make a new circuit and cancel the radiators
which are on the apartments. In this way, we get that on the winter the watertight is air-conditioned is by
the boilers and not through the electric air-conditioning

If the brushwork is done by the building’s staff can be in this way

LA 2.2. Modification of the heating control system
One of the deficiencies of the heating is the regulation system and control which don’t allow an adapted
regulation to the needs of each room, depending on the occupation, time, interior and exterior
temperature, etc

LA 2. Actuations related with the systems and installations
In our building there are two systems in which we have to do important changes, the air-conditioning
and lighting systems. Also, we can offer some proposals related to plumbing installation.

As the installation of a regulation system which allow an Independence would involve rebuild the
distribution system, it’s more suitable adapt the new system to the current installation.
Firstly it will install a central control system which allow the automatic regulation of the 4 circuits (each
floor and new one in the living room of the first floor), based on the different probes (exterior, interiors, of
boiler, etc) ), the timetable’s program of the center and the wished temperature.

The air-conditioning is divided on the heating and cooling. As the cooling is using just in some punctual
moments, the main aim will be the heating.
The heating installation has the main lack on the distribution system design which isn’t adapted to the
needs of the building operation. And the lighting installation has the main lack in the lighting comfort. In
the heating will act over whole ensemble and in the illumination, especially in the substitution on lights
and lamps.
The plumbing installation has little deficiencies, with the water distribution system without isolation,
without utter conduct’s griffins and punctual lost on the irrigation installation.

Secondly, on an individual way, we put the simple thermostatic valves in all the radiators of rooms on
the ground floor and programmable thermostatic valves in the dining room, staff dining room and
physiotherapy room.
There are a total of 18 radiators with thermostatic valves with a repercussion of 25 € per radiator and of
65 € for 6 radiators with programmable thermostatic valves.
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LA 2.4. Substitution of the current boiler to biomass one
With a little superior (5%) to the actual boiler, the advantage is in a CO2 emissions of “0”. The
inconvenient is the high cost and the need of one storage area for “pellets”.
Considering that our consumption per heating and ACS is of 121.483 kWh and each kg of “pellets” has
a calorific power of 5 kWh, we need yearly 24.296,6 kg of “pellets”. The price is 0,21 €/kg is a annual
cost of 5.102,29 €, and related to the gas 5.709,70 €.

LA 2.3. Isolation of the main pipes of go and back
The system of hot water distribution isn’t isolated and it cause an important lost of energy, especially in
the areas which aren’t heated.
To reduce these lost, the main pipes of go and back will be isolated through isolation of pipes type
Armaflex or similar with a thick minimum of 45 mm and one ʎ = 0,033 W//m2ºK).
It must be isolated a total of 426 ml of interior and exterior pipes among three floors of the building. The
collocation has a repercussion of 10,41 €/ml.

LA 2.5. Substitution of the current boiler to condensation one
The advantage of condensation boilers is its efficiency. The selected boiler has an efficiency of 109%,
and the actual one has a performance of 85%.
Comparing the energetic saving of a biomass boiler with the current, the saving is of 15%.

The purchase of isolated pipes purchase in a specialized store has a cost of 4,94 €/ml and the
collocation can be done by the maintenance staff.
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LA 2.6·lnstallation of two machines to cool the living rooms of ground floor
To guarantee the thermal comfort during the summer days is necessary the substitution of the two
current machines.

LA 2.8. Modification of double lights and creation of new ones
With the aim to adjust the lighting interior level with the natural lighting in some rooms, we must to
modify the actual pulse points and create the new ones.
LA 2.7. Substitution of light bulb and lamps.

It will modify the pulse points on the living rooms of ground floor and new ones will install on dining room
and physiotherapy room of ground floor.

One of the main deficiencies of building is the light comfort. It’s necessary to act with the substitution of
obsolete light bulbs and lamps. At the same time that is making the substitution, the lights must be
cleaned.

The modifications and the pulse points have a repercussion of 36€ for each light to change.

One first act is the substitution of low consumption of 18W (85W) instead of the 224 incandescent lamp
of the building.

LA 2.9. Modification of the halls’ lights of P1 and P2.

The second act is the substitution of low consumption lamps in the ground floor to get a level of
illumination suitable for the center’s activity. Is not included the change of luminary, considering that all
the equipments are fine to increase the potency. It’s calculated a substitution of 110 lamps.
It’s possible that some of the existent lamps can be reused in some rooms with less requirement but the
value has not yet been considered

It will increase the number of lights on the entrance hall to the apartments, it will remove the existent
lights and it will be placed the new ones with fluorescents tubes type T8.
Each light with protector, and a fluorescent tube T5 has a cost of 55 € and the placement of presence’s
detector, each one has a cost of 80 €.
In this case the saving is got specially for presence’s detector because during the night the lights are
mainly turned off.
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LA 2.10. Installation of condenser battery to compensate the reactive energy

The purchase of pipe protector in a specialized store have a cost of 4,94 €/ml and the placement can be
worked by the maintenance staff of the centre.

The electricity company punish us by the reactive energy of our building. During year 2011 the reactive
energy has involved a total cost of invoice of 426,82 €, the year 2010 of 716,26 € and year 2009 of
969,60 €.
To avoid the application of this over cost in the invoice, we place a condenser battery to compensate
the reactive energy.

LA 2.12. Installation of way reducer in the griffins
In the building there are any griffin with aerator which allow reduce the way of the water.
These elements allow reduce the water consumption of machines between a 35% and one 50%.
LA 2.11. Isolation of distribution system of hot sanitary water
Like the heating, the distribution system of hot sanitary water (go and return) is not isolated. This
provoke important lost of energy, especially in the areas don’t heated.
To reduce the lost, the main tubes of go and return must be isolated by a protector type Armaflex or
similar with a thick minimum of 45 mm and one ʎ = 0,033 W//m2ºK).
It must be isolated a total of 213 ml of interior and exterior pipes among the three floors of the building.
The collocation has a repercussion of 10,41 €/ml.

In the building there are a total of 51 elements where install this machine, 21 showers, 27 toilettes and 3
griffins of kitchen.
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LA 2.13. Reduction of the water volume of the WC tanks
Like the WC of the building has a unique discharge, it’s proposed the installation of a volumetric
reducer. It must be placed a plastic bag inside the water tank. This easy system allows the saving of
around 2 liters for each time it is used.
The WC tanks of the building have a capacity of around 10 liters. If we use this system, we get a saving
of 20% of water in the WC.
The center has a total of 28 WC with an annual consumption of around 3.100 m3 of water.
Don’t find the price of volumetric reducer, a lots of city halls or water companies give it on the free way.
But the approximately price is around 5 €/unit.

LA 3.2. Project of Maintenance and annual follow of the installations
With the aim that the measures taken are remained for the enough time to plan the works. For this
reason will be necessary a qualified technical staff who make a maintenance plan and yearly can be
done the necessary proves to study, to analyze the functions of the installations, of consumption, etc
and can be valued the possibility to do the corrections or new proposals

*It’s necessary to remember that in the cost of water in our economical study haven’t been attributed the
taxes, in Viladecavalls has the same amount that the consumption.
LA 3 . Actuations about the resources management
Most of the actuations to do about the resources management, it has been incorporated into the
actuations of the part LA 2. Actuations related with the systems and installations.
Without the investment in a control system of heating can’t be managed rightly the system, and the
same happens with lights.
As a complement of actuations done, the proposal is the staff training and the control and supervision
from a extern technical staff..

LA 3.1. Training’ staff of manager and maintenance
Is a priority the training of staff who is in charge of management in the centre and maintenance
operator.
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PRIORITY CHART
The study done until now has mainly two factors, the economical and environmental, the first one is
divided in:
- Actuation’s cost
- Economic saving potential
- Economic return of investment
And the second one in:
- Energetic cost of actuation
- Emissions related with the actuation
- Energetic saving potential
- Emissions saving potential
-Energetic cost return of investment
- Return of the emissions related with the investment

Figure 4.2.2. Summary of actuations and priorities chart

At time to choose the actuations to make, we must priorize the recuperation of the investment and its
initial cost but without forget its environmental impact.
In our economical study to 10 years, we discard the actuations on the exterior and in the biomass boiler,
because it has an investment back too long.
In this study has increase each year the cost of the investment and the economical saving a 5%.
To know which actuations we must to choose, we prioritize by the recuperation of the investment and its
initial cost, but without forget its environmental impact.
In our economical study up 10 years, we reject the actuations about the building’s exterior and the
biomass boiler. This last is not so useful if we compare with the condensation boiler.

Figure 4.2.2. Summary of investments, savings and profits

In this study has been increased each year the cost of investment and economical saving, a 5%.
We analyze the last chart:

Figure 4.2.1. Actuations and priorities chart

Year 2013, there is an initial investment of 6.573 € in the actuations of heating’s control, the
substitution of incandescent and low consumption lamps, in the reducers of way and volumetric of WC’s
and griffins, in the training of the staff and in the edition of maintenance plan and consumption following.
This first year, we try that in the actions, the center joins it. At the end of the year, with the
consumption’s reduction for the first improvements have a deficit of 3.595 €.
Year 2014, it’s decided propose don’t make any actuation to don’t to make any initial investment.
Although we don’t make any actuation, we get the control’s cost and consumption following. At the end
of year, the deficit is decreased to 2.043 €.
Year 2015, an investment is done of 3.972 € in the collocation of thermostatic valves and in the
double pulsation and in the change of lights along the hall of first and second floor. At the end of the
year, the deficit is decreased to 1.909 €.
Since the end of the year 2021 (9e year) we don’t get the totality of investment done, with a total
profit of 4.081 €.
At the end of 10 years, the manager gets back whole the investment and with a profit of 12.526 €.
And from this moment, it can be thought about the option of invest on the exterior building face or in
new improvements which surely it can be applied.
This chart of priorities is one of the multiples options to follow. The route sheet can be changing
depending on the manager necessities, of the external technical staff’s advices or of the eventualities
which can appear during the years, the route sheet can be changing.
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Based on the economical study, it calculates the associated emissions in kg of CO2:

In base of the economical study, the energetic saving calculated in kWh:

Figure 4.2.4. Actuations and priorities’ chart with the associated emissions.

Figure 4.2.7. Actuations and priorities’ chart with the energetic saving.

Figure 4.2.5. Resume of actuations and priorities’ chart with the associated emissions.

Figure 4.2.8. Resume of Actuations and priorities’ chart with the energetic saving

Figure 4.2.6. Resume of investment, saving and profits in the associated emissions.

Figure 4.2.9. Resume of investment, saving and profits with the energetic saving.

With the actuations made, in 10 years has been reduced the emissions of CO2 in 163,4 Tn.

With the actuations made, in 10 years, it has an energetic saving of 546.024 kWh
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CONCLUSIONS

CONCLUSIONS.
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Along this study I have can checked how the geriatrics residences are a typology of building forgotten in
the energetic and environmental way. As by the owners or managers as the administration. We have
organizations who control the gas and electricity installation, sanitary laws, etc. But who control the
energetic cost and emissions of these buildings?
In these moments exist a draft of Decree Royal, pendent for endorsed, concerning to the basic
procedures for the energetic efficiency certifications of existent buildings, where most of these buildings
have been forgotten.
In our case, we are lucky because the building is private management where they take care a little bit
about the energy lost. But it’s necessary to create measures which restrict the energy lost of these
buildings that is not compulsory.
For the buildings of new constructions exist the energetic tag which can be a good control tool but not
enough. The energetic certification of the buildings are based on kg of CO2/m2 that are consuming it.
Others important elements, as the comparison of the consumption with the referenced buildings, the
energetic demand, the energy sources used, the management of the energetic resources and of the
installations or maintenance among others. If we don’t take care about the others elements, we can find
that a building with a heating demand of D or E type gets an energetic qualification of letter A just to
placed a biomass boiler.
These limitations must to go with measures which motivate to the owners to do an economical
investment in its centers, as own profit, economical and social. Until now, it has been tried to incentive
this investment through subsidies and base on my experience is not working totally. I think is one of the
basic elements and keys to achieve the aim, for the reduction of the energetic cost, is the training and
the information to the owners. Direct formation and customized through the qualified technician who can
be assure about the best way to make the economical and human investment, it will give the best profit.
The energetic evaluations are the first necessary step to achieve a better future for the environment and
the qualified technician figure is the main key to get it.
With the energetic evaluation of our building can be checked there are important possibilities of
improvement and saving. And on the actuation lines are showing that the little actuations, good placed,
we can say of surgery, have better results with less cost than large solutions on the exterior revetment.
Not all are negative inputs, the first step is already done, now is necessary to follow walking together
and how “Capita Enciam” ( fiction figure of TV3) said “The little changes are powerful”.
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